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How Do We Inform  
Decisionmakers to Act? 

• Media can: 
– Inform the global conversation 
– Make policymakers aware and accountable 
– Inspire people to act 
 

• But the media landscape has been fundamentally disrupted 
 

• Lessons learned: 
– Be a trusted source 
– Share and share again 
– Storytelling is serious business 
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How do we inform decision-makers to act? All the speakers that have gone before me have talked about different aspects of this. I’m going to focus on the “media megaphone”> reaching beyond the room, around the world,  using the power of media, social media, and multimedia to inform the global conversation on FP/RH but most importantly, to inspire people to act.The media landscape has changed dramatically in the last 5 years. Back then, the Kaiser Foundation reported that “shrinking newsroom budgets and the closing of many foreign bureaus are curtailing global health coverage within traditional news media outlets.” – and the same could be said for environmental coverage. Today, the situation has changed dramatically for global health, due to significant investments by the Gates Foundation. But the outlook for environmental coverage is still bleak. And many reporters are getting paid less and less.Social media: Twitter and Facebook had launched only a few years earlier and were still considered distracting toys. Today they are dominant platforms with market caps of billions.Multimedia: Nonprofits were just starting to dip their toes into video. Now heavyweight funders like Skoll, Vulcan, and MacArthur are diving deep into documentaries to influence agendas.



Be a Trusted Source 
• More than 70% of survey respondents cited us as their single 

“go-to” resource.  

• More than 80% agreed that ECSP is filling a critical gap in 
knowledge about population, environment, and security.  

• “ECSP is one of the only policy and research spaces that 
discusses and analyzes the all-important nexus of 
environment, security, health, climate, livelihoods, etc.  It is a 
vital, vital resource.” 

• “ECSP is my go-to for sharing information within and outside 
of my organization on the linkages.”  
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Trusted source; reporters can see through your carefully crafted messaging and they know when they are being pitched. They want just the facts:  evidence, data, experts, and stories. Climate Reporter Seth Borenstein, speaking here at the Center, said when he gets an email from an advocacy group like NRDC, he throws it right into the trash. He wants reports from scientists. I think this is an area where IDEA excelled, because both PRB and Wilson Center are trusted to prodce evidenced base work, which I hear time and time again from reporters. But I am not so sure that the broader FP community is as strong on science as they are on message. There’s a tremendous amount of cool data out there but most of the messaging repeats a few data points on unmet need and investment, and doesn’t highlight the science looking at population dynamics and their intersections with other trends, like climate, water, and conflict.There are literally thousands of media stories that we informed, trhough our events, interviews and popular workshops on population reporting at the annual Society of Environmental Journalists’ conference.  But to focus on lessons for the future let’s take one very powerful example. Weiss example
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• “One of my favorite blogs,” covering “the forces that produced 
the current human population and will shape paths forward”  

 – Andrew Revkin, New York Times 

• “A beacon in the darkness”  

 – Dennis Dimick, National Geographic 

• “It’s a great resource -- the best tip service around”  

 – Ken Weiss, Los Angeles Times  

• “Everything is an amazing story that no one else is covering”  

 –Sam Eaton, independent producer 
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The New Security beat was one of the most successful ways we reach journalists every day. “Every day, it’s a new story no one else is covering—it’s the best tipsheet” said one. [[Quotes from Reporter slide]]. Having a diverse “beat” that covered where FP/RH meet environment, water, climate, conservation, fisheries, allows us to find the “pop angle” in stories that others would ignore. This approach now attracts close to 200,000 unique visitors a year, mopre than half of them outside the United States, and including many reporters. Every time I go to the SEJ conference I meet people who follow the Beat. And they always comment on its uniqueness. Most excitingly, we know that people are listening even on the other side of the world. Kenya’s Turkana Times recently reprinted this blog post by Linnea Bennet in their print edition. Nigerian reporter Ameto Akpe said on a panel event that “You may think that no one is reading your blog posts about Nigeria. But the government is paying close attention to what is said about it in the U.S.”Everyone now knows the power of social media, particularly Twitter. From the Pope to the President, it makes news and sets the agenda. But that wasn’t always the case. In fact, we got a lot of pushback when we first proposed using social media in 2006 to inform decision-makers. I literally made a list of the people on Twitter we were going to reach, mainly reporters at the time. I no longer need to make this cse. But there is still a case for doing it well. Respect the platforms, all of which have their own norms and tools and constantly changing rules and algorithms. Hire professionals. The Wilson Center’s social media guru has increased our reach exponentially. This community should invest more in social, particularly innovative approaches.
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Storytelling Brings Integrated Development to Life 
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